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Of course it was bad when I was in college, and it's many
times worse now.

I think a very interesting thing is Henry of Time
Magazine who wanted his magazine to be a strong conservative
force. He had to hire first class journalists and his journalists
were practically all brain-washed xx for liberalism. The result
is that the net effect of his magazine, though not nearly as
liberal as many others is in the liberal direction. It was and
is much more so now.

That covers the main things on that. 0 yes, you zAi spoke
about the conspiracy. There are people who talk about the
Illuminati, a group of Jews who 1000 years ago and made the
plan how they were going to gain control of the world. I have
no doubt that there have been many little groups of people
at many times who have laid plans as to how they were going to
get conro1 of the world, but I think it very unlikely that
any of them ever got very far.

The Jews stand together to help one another. If there is
a chance to advance a Jew rather than someone else, they are
usually pretty good at that, but when it comes to actually
working together and combining, they are pretty divided. They
are very individualistic. And the idea that they there ever
was any continuing group of Jews or any other group that was
a continuing underhanded conspiracy that was successful, I
think is purely immaginary. I think it's very unfortunate to
waste time spreading ideas of that type.

I do think it is true that there are many people who have
been conditioned by our present educational system which is
inthis country and in other countries, conditioned to hate the
whole system that has made them prosperous. These people work
together pretty much. I don't think it's a planned working
together to any great extent. I think they are simply following
out the belief they have been led into.

I think it is wasteful and harmful to waste time talking
about the conspiracies. I have good friends who say when most
anything is done which hurts our system, they say, That's
the communists, the communists are doing it. Well, I think the
communists are going everything they can to get control of our
country. But I don't think that what they are able to do at
present is 1/5th as important a factor as the atttitude of the
liberals who have been brainwahed in college.

Some of these people, of course, join the conspiracy and
some of them adopt a position like spies. You get a man in
high school who is thoroughly indoctrinated that we must do away
with the capitalistic system and must get the Russians to have
control over the world. A certain number of them a become so
thoroguhly devoted to it that there are those who lead them to
hide their views from then on and join the CIA or something.
They give every protestation of supportingthe American system
yet looking all the time for a chance to wreck itZ
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